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Abstract 
In this paper we use tournament matrices to give a combinatorial interpretation for the en- 
tries of the inverse t-Kostka matrix, which is the transition matrix between the Hall-Littlewood 
polynomials and the Schur functions. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved 
1. Introduction 
In the first section of  this paper we introduce some basic notation about tournament 
matrices, and prove a theorem that is crucial in the second section. In the second 
section we prove that the entries of the inverse t-Kostka matrix can be interpreted 
combinatorially as a weighted sum over a subset of  tournament matrices, which we 
call Special Tournament Matrices. We refer the reader to [13] for an introduction to 
symmetric functions and their q-analogs. Then in the third section we relate special 
rim hook tabloids, which were introduced by Egecioglu and Remmel [6] to interpret 
the inverse Kostka matrix, and special tournament matrices. In Section 4 we exploit 
the combinatorial definition just developed to obtain more direct ways to obtain some 
entries of  the inverse t-Kostka matrix. Appendix A surveys the connection among 
bubble diagrams (developed by Chen-Garsia-Remmel to describe the plethysm S,[Sm]) 
[4], special rim hook tabloids, and special tournament matrices. Appendix B lists some 
conjectures and tables of  values for the inverse t-Kostka matrix. 
2. Tournament matrices 
In this section we shall state some preliminary results about tournament matrices. 
The reader is referred to [14] for a more complete introduction to Tournament Matrices. 
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Definition 1. A Tournament matrix is an n × n matrix (mij) with entries from the set 
{0,1} such that 
• the entries in the main diagonal are all 0 
• mi j+mj i= l  for i~ j ,  l<~i,j<<.n. 
Example 1. 
( i  1 i )  (0  1 1 )  0 , 0 0 0 , 
0 0 1 0 
(00,) 
0 , 1 0 1 , 
1 0 0 0 (yo ) ( oo) 
0 , 0 0 . 
0 1 0 
The tournament matrices of size 3 are 
0 
0 
0 , 
1 
Tournament matrices of size n (denoted Fn) will be used to describe the transi- 
tion matrix between the set of Hall-Littlewood polynomials {P~: 2 ~- n} and the 
set of Schur functions {s~: 2 F- n}, two ordered bases for A(t) [13]. This point 
of view gives rise to some exiting combinatorial questions, some of which are still 
open. 
Definition 2. Let m = (mij)E Fn. The t-weioht o9 of m is defined as follows. 
og(m, t )= I-I ( - t )  mi/. 
i>j 
The generating function for the weights of Fn is 
I-I (xi - txj). (1) 
1 <~i<j<~n 
Note that in expanding the product, xi and xj are 'competing' to be selected, and 
the one that is selected is said to have won the game. A particular summand in the 
expansion of (1) is the equivalent of a tournament, i.e. a set of games where each 
player plays each other player exactly once. Given a summand x'i~xi2 2.. .x~ s from (1), 
the sequence of powers (il, i2 . . . . .  is) can be viewed as a vector, which we call the score 
vector since the power of a variable xi shows the number of times xi was selected. 
The score vector corresponds to the sequence of row sums in the incidence matrix m, 
and we denote it by s(m). 
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Example  3. Let s = 3. Then 
I I  (xi - tx j )=  (xl - tx2)(xl - tx3)(x2 - tx3) 
1 <~i<j<~n 
=XlXlX2 + (--t)(XlXlX3) -k- (--t)(XlX3X2) + ' ' "  -+- (--t)3(X2X3X3) 
=co 0 .x  0 0 
0 ((01 1/), oo 
+co 0 0 0 .X 0 1 
0 1 0 
+co 0 0 .x  o 
1 0 ((o 0 
+. . .+co  0 .x  1 1 
1 
=x (2'1'0) q- ( - - t )x  ~2'°'1) + ( - t )x  (1'1'1) -k- . . .  q- ( - t )3x  (0'1'2) 
respectively, where x ~a,b,c) =- x at Xzx3"b c
Lemma 1. Let  m E In. The score vector o f  m is a permutat ion o f  (0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1) /ff 
mi j= 1 and mjk= 1 imply that mik :  1 fo r  l <<.i,j,k<<.n. 
In this case we say that m is a transitive tournament matrix.  The set o f  transitive 
tournament matr ices will be denoted tin. 
Proof .  Suppose the score vector o f  m is a permutation o f  (0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1). Select the 
row that has row sum (n - 1 ) - -  say it is row kt - -  it must be filled with l ' s  except 
on the diagonal. This means that mkax = 1 iff x ~ kl. Select now the row that has row 
sum n-  2, say it is row k2, and observe that it must be filled with l ' s  except on 
the diagonal and on column kl, because mk~,k2 ---- 1 implies that mk2,k~ = 0. This means 
that mk2,x ---- 1 for all rows x that have row sum smaller than the row sum of  row k2. 
By using an easy induction argument, we see that mkr,ks = 1 iff the row sum of  row 
kr > the row sum of  row k~. Therefore we obtain the transitive condition mij --- 1 and 
mjk  = 1 =~ mik = 1. 
I f  we now assume the transitive condition and assume mij = 1, then for each case 
where mix = 1 we must conclude that also m£~ = 1 (1 <.x<.n). Since we assume miy = 1, 
the row sum of  row i is strictly greater than the row sum o f  row j .  Since for tournament 
matrices either miy = 1 or my~ = 1, all rows wil l  have different row sums. Let the row k 
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be maximal, i.e. m~, = 1 for k~x.  Then the row sum of row k is n - l ,  and by induction 
we easily conclude that the score vector of m is a permutation of (0, 1,2, 3 .... , n - 1 ). 
Corollary 1. (1) There is a bijection f2 between m E tFn and the symmetric group Sn, 
where m in tin corresponds to the permutation (trT, tr~,... ,try), with trnm_i+l = {(ith 
row sum of m)+ 1}. 
(2) ~--~,~,rn ~o(m, 1)x ~(m) = ~m~r~ og(m, 1 )x ~(m). Therefore, 
I-[ (x, - x j)  = detllxT-gll (2) 
1 <~i<j<~s 
usually called the Vandermonde determinant. 
Proof. (1) This follows directly from the proof of Lemma 1. 
(2) It is easy to see that 
w(m, 1)=0.  
mE Fn 
m non-transitive 
One way to prove this is by defming a sign reversing involution as follows. Let (r, t) 
be the least pair (in lexicographic order) of repeated entries in the score vector of m 
in F~. Then m cancels with the tournament matrix rh = (m~(i)~(j)), where tr is the per- 
mutation (rt), in cycle notation. This proves the first identity in (2). The Vandermonde 
determinant formula follows by using the generating function (1) and part (1) of this 
corollary. [] 
Lemma 2. The map t2 defined above is a sign-preserving bijection between tFn and 
Sn, the symmetric group, where for any a E Sn, sign(a) = (--1) inv(a). Let ma = t2(m). 
Furthermore for any transitive tournament matrix, the number of inversions of m~ 
(inv(mt~)) is equal to ~-~i>j mij, which implies that 
w(m, - t )  = [n]! 
mEtFn 
where [n]! = [n][n-1] . . .  [2][1] and for any positive integer i, [i] = l+t+t2+ .. .q-t i-1. 
Proof. For ma ESn, the number of inversions of ma, inv(ma), is given by 
inv(mo)= ~ ~ ;t(mo(i)>mo(j)). 
i=1 j=i+l 
In the proof of Lemma 2 we saw that ma(i )>ma( j )  iffthe n + 1 - i  row sum of 
m>n + 1 - j  row sum of m iffmn+l_i,n+l_j= 1. Therefore an inversion in ma, that 
is when i<i  and ma(i)>mt~(j), corresponds to i< j  and mn+l-i,n+l--j = 1. Therefore 
inv(mo) = ~i>j  mij. Finally, since ~cs~ tinv(~) = [n]! [2] and  t inv(mn) = fo(m, - t ) ,  we  
obtain the desired result. [] 
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Definition 3. Let 2 be a partition with l(2)~<n, and 21 i>22.1 >. .  .. Let mEF~. Then 
the augmented score vector of m with respect o 2, denoted by 2(m), is the vector 
2 + s(m) where we add enough zeros to 2 to make it have length n. We define F;..n 
to be set of matrices in F~ with 2 added as an extra column at the left end. 
Example 3. Let 2 = 333221110. Then the following is a member of F~,n. 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Then 2(m) is equal to 
(3+2,3+2,3+1,2+7,2+7,1+5,1+5,1+6,0+1)  or 
(5,5,4,9,9,6,6,7,1). 
Definition 4. Let 2 and # be integer partitions, and n be the largest among l(2) and 
l (#)+(n-  1,n -2  . . . . .  1,0). Let/~ be #+ (k. Then we define F~,~={mEF~,n 12(m)= 
a(/~) for some permutation a}, 
Also we define F~ = {m E F~,ul(i<j and 2i =2 j )  ~ mij = 1}. 
F;*u is the set of Special Tournament Matrices of type 2 and shape #. 
For m E F~,u, we define sign(m)=sign(a), where a -1 is the permutation that re- 
arranges 2(m). As before, the weight of m is defined as og(m)=(-t )  q where q= 
Ei>.j mij. 
Example 
following is a member of F* .~,lt" 
11 ~ ~ ~  0 0 
11 0 0 
11 1 0 
5 1 1 0 ~ 
5 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
4. Let 2=11 11 11 5 5 3 2 0 0 and /z=6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 2. Then the 
0 0 0 1 14 
0 0 0 0 12 
0 0 0 1 13 
0 1 1 1 11 
0 1 1 0 10. 
0 1 0 9 
1 1 6 
0 0 2 
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The boxed numbers correspond to the rows and columns determined by the repeated 
entries of 2. Note how they satisfy the condition i < j  and 2~ -- 2j ~ mij = 1. We call 
A-blocks the entries in m determined by the repeated parts of 2. 
Definition 5. Let 2 be an integer partition with a fixed number of parts, some of which 
could be zero. Say 2 = 0 m° lml2 m2 . . . .  that is mi denotes the number of times the integer 
i appears in 2. Then we denote by t(2) the frequency vector of 2, t(2) = {mi I mi > O, 
Theorem 1. 
sign(m)a~(m,t)---- 1 I [mi(2)]! ~ sign(m)o~(m,t) 
mE V;~,. i mC F.~. 
where mi(2) denotes the number of times the integer i appears in the partition 2. 
Proof. First note that for any matrix (mu)C Fn, and any permutation ~ of length n, 
~r(s(mij))=s((m~(i)~(j))). We want to concentrate on the principal square submatrices 
of (mij) determined by the rows corresponding to the positions of the repeated entries 
in 2. We call them A-blocks. (See example above). 
First we describe a bijection that cancels the matrices in FZu that have at least one 
A-block with score vector having repeated entries: 
• Find the first A-block (top to bottom) with score vector having repeated entries (i.e. 
a non-transitive block), and call it B. Suppose that the first two rows of B having 
the same sum are part of rows r and t in m. 
• Let a=(r , t ) .  Then the bijection matches (mij) and (nij) where 
{ mij if mij C B, 
nij = ma(i)a(j) if mij fIB. [] 
Example 5. Let 2 = 3 3 3 0 , and let 
0 1 1 
m= 0 0 1 . 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
The augmented score vector is (3 + 1,3 + 3,3 + 2,0 + 1,0 + 3). Then there are 2 
2-blocks in m, with score vectors (1, 1, 1) and (0, 1 ), and the first block with repeated 
score vector is the 3 x 3 block. In this case the two rows in question are rows 1 and 2. 
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So we let tr= (1,2) and apply the involution to obtain °,°°1/:4 3/°1°1i/6 0 0 1 1 =6 3 0 0 1 0 =4 
1 0 0 1 ----5 ~ 3 1 0 0 1 ----5 
1 0 0 0 ----1 0 0 1 0 0 =1 
1 0 1 1 =3 0 0 1 1 1 =3 
where (4,6,5, 1,3) and (6,4,5, 1,3) are the augmented score vectors. 
This involution changes the sign of sign(m)o~(m, t) since sign(m) changes, but ~o(m, t) 
stays the same. More precisely, sign(m) changes ince we are swapping two entries 
in 2(m). The reason o~(m,t) stays the same is because we are only changing entries 
outside the principal minor containing rows r and t, so no 1 crosses the main diagonal 
of the matrix m. 
We are left now with matrices in F~,I, whose A-blocks are transitive (i.e. their score 
vector has no repeated entries). Call this set of matrices C. We can obtain all the 
matrices in C by applying permutations to the matrices m such that m E F~*,. More 
precisely, let t(A)=(l l  . . . . .  Ik). Then the permutations we need are in the subgroup 
S~ = St~ x $/2 × ""  × Stk of S,, the subgroup that permutes the first 11 entries among 
themselves, the following 12 entries among themselves and so on. 
Let G ES~ and n=(mo(o~(j)). Then if m has transitive A-blocks, we have that 
~(m, 1)sign(m)=o~(n, 1)sign(n). F*, gives a system of orbit representatives for the 
action of S~ on C, and since Lemma 2 shows that the sum over the elements of each 
equivalence class is precisely I-[i[mi(A)]!, the result follows. [] 
3. Connection between the H-L  polynomials and Schur functions 
Let x be the vector of variables {xbx2 .. . . .  xn}. Recall that 
(n Y' P:~(x; t) = [m/(2)]! R;~(x, t) 
\ i~>l ] 
where 
o~s° ?g xi -x j  / 
A=nm"(~)(n- 1) m"-'(~)... 1m'(;'), and for any nonnegative integer i, 
t 2 +. . .  + t i-I and [i]! = [ i ] [ i -  1].. .  [2][1]. 
We want to find K~l(t) where 
P:~(x;t)= ~ r;~l(t)s,(x). 
# 
I~l : I~.l 
(3) 
(4) 
[i] = 1 + t + 
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Theorem 2. 
K~l ( t )= ~ sign(m)og(m,t). 
mEF~, 
Proof. We first expand Rz(x, t) in terms of the Schur functions. 
R'l(x;t)=Ztr(xXi~<jxi-txj~ecs, xi - xj ] 
a(x ~ ri i  < /x ,  - txj ) ) 
=E 
~csn a(rI ,<s(x, - x j ) )  
(5) 
m 
1-L<;(x; - xs) 
Let z = aym. This is equal to 
~mzr~ ~o(m, t) ~,zso sign(T)'m )(O'?m )(x r'(2(m))  
1-L<s(x~ - xj)  
= E ~(x ~ 1-L<j(x~ - txj))  
o sn s (7 - x+) 
_ ~cso  sign(~)~(~m¢rn o~(m, t)x ~+'(m)) 
Hi<j(Xi -- Xj) 
= )-~m~r, co(m, t)~--~s, sign(a)a(xx(m)) (6) 
I-l;<j(xi - xj)  
If 2(m) has repeated entries then 
o~( m, t )sign( a )a( x x(m ) ) = O. 
eES. 
We obtain this by the following sign reversing involution from summands to sum- 
mands. 
• Find the first pair of entries in 2(m) that are equal. Say they are in positions r and t. 
• Then the summand that goes with a will cancel with the summand that goes with 
<r. (,'t) 
Next, for a given tournament matrix m, let ?z be the permutation that rearranges 2(m) 
in decreasing order (there is a unique such permutation since after the cancellation we 
only have vectors with distinct entries). Note that since the sum of the entries in s(m) 
for any tournament matrix m of size n is (~), the rearrangement of 2(m) equals g + 
where 6=(n-  1,n -  2 . . . . .  2, 1,0) and/~ is partition of 121. Recall that in Definition 4 
we defined sign(m) to be sign(ym). Then Expression (6) above becomes 
_ 7~m~G og(m, t)~-~a~& sign(¢r)a((?m)?m lx2(m)) 
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Note that for any permutation rr, sign(a)= sign(a-l). Also it is easy to see that 
al a, .¢an~__.cal ya2 .ran __ ~,.aa-I(1) v.aa-1(2) t /a- I (n) 
O'(Xl X2" " ' '~n  l - -~a( l )~tr (2)  . . . .  a (n ) - -~ l  ~2 . . .Xn  • 
So we get 
~mE r° co(m, t)sign(m) Y]~c s, sign( z )z( x~ + ~ ) 
Hi  <j(Xi  -- Xj ) 
(7) 
So if we want the coefficient of s~ = Y~cs,  sign(tr)a(x~+~)/Hi<j( xi - xj)  in ex- 
pression (7) above we need to sum over all tournament matrices m such that 2(m) 
permuted equals # + 6. Recall that in Definition 4 we called that set F;,~. So the 
coefficient is 
co(m, t)sign(m), 
mE F;..~, 
which by Theorem 1 equals 
sign(re)co(m, t) = I][mi(2)]! ~ sign(re)co(m, t).
reEFs, u i mEF*,~ 
By comparing with e definition of P~ we obtain that 
K~l ( t )= ~ sign(m)co(m,t). [] 
mE F~,,u 
(8) 
4. Special tournament matrices and special rim hook tabloids 
Special tournament matrices generalize special rim hook tabloids [6]. SRHTs de- 
termine the entries in the inverse Kostka matrix, but cannot be used to determine the 
entries in the inverse t-Kostka matrix. Indeed, the entry (42,321) in the inverse Kostka 
matrix is 0, corresponding to the fact that there are no special rim hook Tabloids of 
type 42 and shape 321. On the other hand, the ntry (42,321) in the inverse t-Kostka 
matrix is - t  + t 2 (which reduces to 0 when t = 1). Therefore, we cannot use special 
rim hook tabloids to determine the entries in the inverse t-Kostka matrix. 
Sometimes we abbreviate special rirn hook tabloids of type 2 and shape # by 
SRHTz~. We first characterize special rim hook tabloids algebraically. 
Definition 6. A directed integer sequence (disq) is a finite sequence of integers to- 
gether with a '(' or a ')' symbol at the left end. For two disq's p=(xp l  .. . .  pn .... ) 
and q=(xq l  . . . . .  qn ... .  ), p + q=(xp l  + ql .... ,P,,q~ .... ), where x= ( or ). A directed 
integer sequence is special (disq*) if it satisfies the following condition. 
Condition. Suppose the s quence is (<si,s2 . . . . .  sk). Then (<sL,s2 . . . . .  sk)+( <0, 1 . . . . .  
k -1 )  has no repeated entries. If the sequence is (>sk . . . . .  s2,sl ) then (>sk . . . . .  s2,sl )+ 
(>k-  1 . . . . .  2, 1,0 .... ) has no repeated entries. 
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Example 6. The following are disq*'s: (<2,3,  1 , -2 ,3 ,4 ,0 ) , (>4,3 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,  1). The fol- 
lowing are not disq*'s, but they are disq's: (<2, 1,3,4) , (>2,3,2,0) .  
We regard as equal two disq's that are obtained from each other by reversing the or- 
der of  the entries and the direction of the inequality. For example (< 2, 3, 4 )= (> 4, 3, 2). 
Definition 7. Let (<a l  . . . . .  ai, ai+! . . . . .  an) be a disq, and let i be an integer less than n. 
Then we define 6i to be an operator acting on disq's as follows. 
6i(< .. . ,ai ,  ai+z . . . . .  an)=(< . . . .  ai+l q- 1 ,a i -  1 . . . . .  an), 
6i(> . . . .  ai, ai+l . . . . .  an)=(> .. . .  ai+l -- 1,ai + 1 . . . . .  an). 
Let 6fii2...ik : 6i, 6i2 "'" 6ik. We call this operator an s-operator. It swaps adjacent entries 
and increases or decreases them in the opposite direction with respect o the inequality 
at the beginning of the sequence. 
Lemma 3. Let u and v be disq*' s. Say u ,,~ v iff v can be obtained f rom u by applying 
an s-operator. Then 
(i) '~ '  is an equivalence relation. 
(ii) Each equivalence class can be indexed by a decreasing (increasing) sequence o f  
integers i f  the direction o f  the sequences is > (<).  
(iii) Let s be a disq* with n entries. I f  the direction o f  s is < (>)  we can f ind 
the equivalence class where it belongs by adding 3 < =(<0,1  . . . . .  n -  1) (or 
6~ > = (>n-  1 ,n -  2 . . . .  ,0)) to s, rearranging in increasing order (or decreasing 
order), and then subtracting 6~ < (or 6> ). 
Proof. (i) Reflexive since 6i,...ik6ik...i,U=U, symmetric since 6ij...iku=v implies that 
6ik...i~ v = u; and transitive since 6i~...ik u = v and 6j,...jk v = w implies that 6j~...jki,...ik U = W. 
(ii) and (iii) Note that u ~ v i f fu+6 < is a rearrangement of v+6 < . This follows since 
(< . . . .  ai, ai+l . . . .  )q - (< . . . .  i - -  1 , i , . . . )=(< .. . .  ai+l q- 1 ,a i -  1 .. . .  )+(< .. . .  i - -  1,i . . . .  ) 
upto rearrangement. In particular, there will be a unique element 2 = (<21,22 .. . .  ) in 
the equivalence class such that 21 ~<22 .. . .  , namely the one obtained by rearranging 
s + 6 < and then subtracting 6 < again, for any disq s in the equivalence class. This 
can be done since s + 6 < has no repeated entries. [] 
Let T be a SRHTx u. Then T can be associated to the sequence (<hi,h2 . . . . .  hk), 
where l (#)=k and for 1 <~i<~k, h i= {length of  the hook that starts on the ith row 
(top to bottom if drawn in French notation) of T}. See Fig. 1. 
Given a sequence of integers that came from a SRHT, we can recover the shape. 
It easily follows from the theory of SRHTs [6], that the SRHTs of the same shape 
are in the same equivalence class, under the equivalence relation defined above. In 
particular, we can fill the Ferrets shape with only horizontal hooks, so there is an 
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~ = (<3,0,2) 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
element in the equivalence class whose type and shape are equal. To find that element 
of the equivalence class use Lemma 3(iii), that is, add 6, rearrange the entries and 
then subtract 6 again. 
The argument above also provide us with a test for checking whether a sequence of 
integers represents a SRHT or not. When we add ~ to the sequence that comes from 
horizontal fillings the vector we get must have different entries. Therefore we get the 
following Lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let s=(<sl ,s2 .... ,sk) be a sequence on nonnegative integers with an 
inequality at the beginning. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) s corresponds to a SRHT. 
(ii) s is a disq*. 
As a consequence of the arguments above, if we draw a line with hk vertices, and 
on top of it a line with hk-l vertices, and so on upto a line with hi vertices, and 
we let the lines 'fall' (see the following example) then we get a legal Ferrers shape, 
where vertices represent boxes, iff (hi . . . . .  hk) is a disq*. 
Example 7. Let s=(<4,0 ,1 ,3 ) .  Then s + 6=(<4,  1,3,6). After rearranging we get 
(< 1,3,4,6) and so s belongs to the class (< 1,2,2,3), i.e s E SRHToI34,1223. I f  we draw 
the segments as in (iii) above we get Fig. 2. 
Now we state and prove the result that relates SRHTs and tournament matrices. We 
will also study in some detail the extra objects we get when we go from the t = 1 case 
to the t-analog case. 
Proposition 1. Let s E SRHT~ u, say s = (>sl , . . .  ,sk). Let Os (or just ~) be the shortest 
permutation such that So(l)>~'''>>-So(k). Let, as before, 6>=6~=(k-  1, 
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L -  m 
I 
I n 
i " ] _m.1  
L. . I 
Fig. 3. 
k - 2 . . . . .  1,0). Then 
(i) The map 
• ((>sl  . . . . .  sk)) = (m E tFk with s(m) = 0(2 > ) = (k - 0(1 ) . . . . .  k - O(k))) 
is an injection between the set SRHT~u and ~* 2,11" 
(ii) Let ~(s) = m. Then sign(s) = sign(re)to(m, 1 ). 
Proof. (i) Recall that a tournament matrix m is transitive iff s(m) is a permutation 
of (k - 1 . . . . .  1,0), and if m is transitive then it is characterized by its score vector. 
Therefore number of elements the element s is mapped to by # is one, i.e. the map 
(/i is well defined. It is trivial to see that # is 1-1. 
I f  we act on the elements, rather than the indices, we see that O- is=2.  The aug- 
mented score vector of  m, 2(m), then equals 2+s(m) which in turn equals 2+0-16  > . 
And so 
0(2(m)) = 0(2 + s(m)) = 0(2 + 0-16 > ) = 0(2) + 6 > ) =s  + 6 > . 
Therefore s + 3 > is a rearrangement of 2(m) via 0. So, by Lemma 3(iii) and the 
subsequent discussion, the augmented score vector of m by 2 is also a rearrangement of
#+6,  so ~((Sl . . . . .  sk)) E/~,,. We only need to prove now that m has type 2, i.e. that 
the principal submatrices determined by the multiplicities of 2 have all the l ' s  above 
the diagonal. Suppose 2i=2i+1 . . . . .  2j, i.e. s~(i) . . . . .  s~(j). Then we must have 
that 0 ( i )<0( i  + 1)< . . .  >O( j ) ,  and k -  0 (0> .. .  >k-  O(j). Because of  Lemma 1, 
mxy = 1 for i~x<y<~j .  Therefore m has type (2). 
(ii) The sign of s is sign(z), where z is the unique permutation that rearranges s + 3 
in decreasing order. To see this, let s* be the SRHT with the same shape than s and 
only with horizontal rim hooks, which has positive sign. We know that we can produce 
s* from s by applying the s-operator a number of times. The tabloid produced at each 
application of the s-operator has a sign different from the previous one. So the sign of s 
is sign(z) as we claimed. On the other hand, sign(m) = sign(0) and to(m, 1 ) = sign(y), 
where ~ rearranges 2(m). Since z = 0~ the result follows. [] 
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Example 8. Let s = (> 0 4 6 4 0 3) with respective picture given in Fig. 3. In this 
case s3 >~ s2 >~ s4 >/s6/> s l ~> ss. So the shortest permutation is 0 = (3, 2, 4, 6, 1,5) (in one 
line notation), and 0-J  =(5,2,1,3,6,4).  2=6 4 4 3 0 0. The corresponding matrix 
is 
6 
4 
4 
3 
0 
0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
=9 
=8 
=6 
=3"  
=5 
=1 
Note that f i=9  8 6 5 3 1 and/~=44 3 3 2 1. 
Recall that in the combinatorial proof of the Vandermonde determinant, the nontran- 
sitive tournaments canceled. Next we show that the nontransitive tournaments in F.* 3.,/~ 
cancel if we let t = 1. Lemma 5 together with Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 give an 
alternative proof to the fact that SRHT can be used to find the entries of the inverse 
Kostka matrix. 
Lermna 5. Let T = {m E F,* ~,~ I m is nontransitive}. Then 
sign(m)og(m, 1 )=0 
mET 
Proof. Let ]" be the set of matrices generated by the action of S~ on T. In complete 
analogy to Theorem 1, it follows that 
sign(m)c0(m, 1 ) = 1-I (mi(2))! ~ sign(m)o(m, 1 ). 
mET i mET 
To prove the lemma we equivalently show that 
sign(m)~o(m, 1)= O. 
m~# 
Let Y be the set of matrices generated by the action of Sn on I". Then define two 
involutions, ~l and ~2 on the elements of Y. 
• ~l(m) is obtained by finding the first two entries in s(m) that are equal, say they 
are in positions r and t, and then acting on m with the permutation (rt). 
• ~2 only acts on Y - 1". Notice that a matrix m is in Y - ]" iff it has repeated 2-block 
row sums for some 2-block in m. ~2(m) is obtained by first finding the first two 
rows such that 
(i) They cross the same 2-block B. 
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(ii) The row sums of B (not of the entire matrix, but just B) at the two rows is the 
same. 
Say the rows are r and t. Say ~2(m)=(nij). Say a=(r t ) .  Then 
[ ma(i)a(j) if mq f[ B, 
no = I, mq otherwise. 
~1 changes the sign of co(m, 1) and leaves sign(m) the same. ~2 changes ign(m) 
because there is an extra transposition added to the permutation that rearranges 2(m). 
~2 leaves co(m, 1) the same because the number of l 's before and after applying ~ is 
the same. 
~l and ~2 are clearly bijections, therefore for any m in T there exists a minimal non- 
negative integer i such that (¢~l~2)iCh(m)= (n) is in T, and sign(n)co(n, 1)~ sign(re)co 
(m, 1). So m and n cancel. This process matches each positive with a unique negative 
and vice versa, which proves the result. [] 
Example 9. Let met"  with 2=42 and/~=321 be 
0 . 
0 
Note that s ign(m)=( -1)  ° and co(m, 1 )=( -1 )  1. Because m is not transitive, we 
will use the bijection defined above to find the matrix m* such that sign(re)co(m, 1)+ 
sign(m*)co(m*, 1 ) = 0. 
- -  We first apply ~l. Because s(m)=(1, 1, 1), we act with the permutation (1 2) on 
m to obtain m*. 
0 
1 
Note that sign(m* ) = ( -  1 )o and co(m, 1 ) = ( -  1 )2. 
Let now m E T with 2 -  444 and # = 222222. 
/0 1 1 0 0 O\  / 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 " 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
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The score vector of m is (2, 1,3,4, 2, 3). Therefore we act on m with the permutation 
(1 5) to obtain 
0 0 1 0 1 0 ~ 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
Note at this point that ~(m)E  Y - 1" since the upper left block has score vector 
(1,1,1). We cannot stop here, we must apply ~2. Rows 1 and 2 satisfy the conditions 
outlined in the description of ~2. Therefore we exchange the entries outside the A-block 
located on the upper left region of the matrix. We obtain the following matrix. 
0 0 1 0 0 0 ~ 
1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
Now we obtain a matrix with score vector (1,2,3,4,2,3).  We act with the permu- 
tation (2 5) to obtain the following matrix. 
0 0 1 0 1 0 x 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
Now this matrix E 1', and therefore it is the matrix m* that cancels with m. 
Combinatorially, the jump from K -1 to K - l ( t )  amounts to enlarging the set of 
combinatorial objects with the nontransitive tournaments. It is possible to characterize 
the compositions that appear as score vectors of some tournament matrix. The following 
is a restatement of a theorem first proved by Landau in 1953 [14]. 
Lenuna 6. Let s = (<Sl . . . . .  s,)  be a composition o f  (2)" Then it is the score vector 
o f  a n × n tournament matrix iff s<~ 6 (dominance order), where 6=(0 ,  1,2 . . . . .  n -  1). 
Example 
1. The number of score vectors for a fixed n,s(n) [14]. 
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
s(n) 1 1 2 4 9 22 59 167 490 1486 
2. Let q(n) be the number of  placements of  n nonattacking queens on a n x n chess 
board. Define an up-down special rim hook tabloid to be a sequence of  nonnegative 
numbers = (sl . . . . .  sn) such that both ( <Sl . . . . .  s~) and ( >s l  . . . . .  s~) are SRHTs. Then 
q(n) = I{up-down SRHTI2...n, p I I(~) = n}l  (9) 
It is known that i f  n/>4 then q(n)> 0. It is a hard problem to find q(n) for arbitrary n. 
To see why Eq. (9) holds, note that the sequence associated to any such up-down 
tableau U can be viewed as a permutation in Sn written in one line notation. The 
fact that wo queens cannot occupy squares on the same diagonal is equivalent o 
the condition on a permutation a that for 1 <~i<j<~n, [aj - ai[ # ( j  - i), but this is 
equivalent to saying that tr + 6 < and tr + 6 > have no repeated entries. 1 
5.  Comput ing  K~l(t) 
In this section we develop some techniques to compute K~l( t )  in special cases. 
Proposit ion 2. Let 2 and I~ be partitions of  n such that l(p) = k and 2 = atb k-t for 
a and b >>. O. Then 
K~ 1 (t) = ~ sign(m)co(m, t)
m 
where m runs over all transitive F.* 2,p" 
First I will 
a 0 
a 0 
a 0 
a 0 
a 0 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
show that m is a 
1 1 1 1 * * * * *~ 
0 1 I 1 * * * * * 
0 0 1 1 * * * * * 
0 0 0 1 * * * * * 
0 0 0 0 * * * * * 
. . . . .  0 1 1 1 1 
. . . . .  0 0 1 1 1 
. . . . .  0 0 0 1 1 
. . . . .  0 0 0 0 1 
. . . . .  0 0 0 0 0 
transitive matrix in E* if and only if m is of  the form Z,g 
1 Thanks to Tenny Remmel for talking to me about the problem of placing nonattacking queens on a board 
at the time I was doing this work. 
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where the upper right block (marked with . ' s )  never has the following pattern among 
its entries: 
i.e. the O's have the shape of a ferrer's shape in French notation. 
Example 10. Notice the 
a IO 
a 0 
a 0 
a 0 
a 0 
b 1 
b 1 
b 0 
b 0 
b 0 
Ferrers shape 5 3 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
2 2 2 on the upper right block. 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
(---~) Assume that the n x n matrix m E E* is transitive. Recall that by Lemma 1 /./.t 
m is transitive iff mij = 1 and mjk = 1 implies that mik = 1 for 1 ~< i , j, k <<. n. Then the 
given patterns never happen in the upper right block if 
mi,j = 1 imply mi, j+l z 1 
or if 
mi,j = 1 imply mi-1,j = 1 
for i <~t and t <j .  Since mi_l,i ~- 1, mj, j+ 1 = 1 and m is transitive the result follows in 
this direction. 
(~--) Assume the upper fight block of  m has the already specified shape. The matrix 
m has four blocks of  dimensions t x r (up-left), t × k - t (up-fight), k - t x k - t 
(down-right) and k -  t x t (down-left). Let v=(<v l ,v2  . . . . .  vt) be the ferrer's shape 
determined by the zeros (in french notation) of the upper fight matrix. Let v' be the 
transposed partition. Then the score vector of  m is 
( (k - t -v l )+t - l , (k - t -v2)+t -2  . . . . .  ( k - t -  v t )+O,v~_ t 
+(k - t -  l ) ,v~_t_ 1 +(k-  t -2 )  .. . .  ,Vtl +0) ,  
which we claim is a permutation of  (n -  1, n -  2 . . . . .  1,0). We can see this by drawing v 
inside a (n - t) x t and then numbering the edges of  the shape of v starting at the 
bottom right and ending at the top left with the numbers 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1. Then the first t 
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5 
Fig. 4. 
entries of  s(m) correspond to the vertical segments, while the last n - t entries in s(m) 
correspond to the horizontal ones [13, Section 1.1]. 
Example 11. Let 
possible matrix is 
l0 1 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 
Notice the 
t - -2  and k = 6, in the notation used in the theorem above. Then a 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
Ferrers shape 
4 
0 
5 
3" 
2 
1 
v= 14 on the upper right corner. I f  we draw v inside a 
2 x 4 box we get Fig. 4. 
Then (k -  t -  v l )+t -  1 =4-  1 + 1 =4 and (k -  t -  v t )+0=4-4+0=0.  These 
are the vertical edges in the labeled partition and also the first two row sums of the 
matrix above. 
Next, v~_t+k- t - l  =2+6-2-1= 5, v~_t_l +k- t -2= l+6-2 -2=3,  v~_t_2+ 
k - t - 3 = 1 + 6 - 2 - 3 = 2 and l~k_t_ + k - t - 4 = v~ + 0 = 1 + 0 are the horizontal 
labeling on the partition and also the last four row sums in the matrix. 
In order to prove the main result we will show 
sign(m )w(m, t) = O, 
m 
where the sum is over all m C {nontransitive F;.,*} where 2 and # are as specified in 
the statement of  the theorem. 
We show this by showing a sign reversing involution ~ on {nontransitive * F~,u}. Let 
m be a matrix in that set. In order to find the matrix that will cancel with m, ~(m), 
we proceed as follows. 
The involution." Scan the upper right block of  m, two entries at a time as described 
below, looking for the patterns 
5Z°r  
Fill the upper fight block of  m with lines as in the following figure and define 
a stairway to be the set of  entries in m that share the same line. Stairways are not 
disjoint, and all pair of  entries 
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belong to exactly one starway. 
Scan one starway at a time, starting from the upper left corner and then going down. 
Suppose the first stairway that has at least one of the patterns 
is the ith stairway. 
[ - ' F 'V ' r - -  ~ 
• r - i  , i _y  
r  Jr4J, 
F-Jr Jr-4 
P-'~Ji i i i  
I _ j . j . j  
r-A3 
Case 1: I f  this starway has the pattern 1~1 in particular, then scan it starting from the 
lower end, and locate the first instance of  ~]. Suppose the pattern ~] is in column J 
and rows r and r+ l .  Then the ( r , j -  1) entry in m must be O, for otherwise the pattern 
W-~ would have been detected in a previous scan, contradiction to our assumptions. 
Similarly, the (r + 1,j - 1) entry must also be O, for otherwise the pattern ~] would 
exist in column j - 1, rows r and r + 1, which is contrary to our assumptions. In the 
same way we can show that all entries in the upper right block of m to the left of  the 
entries ( r , j -  1) and (r + 1 , j -  1) must also be O. So in the this case m must look 
like the following matrix (the boxed entries belong to the ith stairway). 
0 1 1 * * * * * 
0 0 1 1 0 0 FO~ [-~ • 
o o 1 1 o lo lw  • • 
0 0 1 • 1"1 * * * 
0 0 0 • • • • • 
. . . . .  0 1 1 
. . . . .  0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 
. . . . .  0 0 l 
. . . . .  0 0 0 
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In this case, the matrix that cancels with m is easy to find by switching the entries 
(r, y)  and (r + 1, y)  for j < y. This switch produces a matrix with the same weight and 
opposite sign. After scanning the new matrix, it will point to the original one since the 
only changes occur at ar~l~lace that have not been scanned yet. Also, the new matrix 
will contain the pattern ~ in the ith row. So in this case we have an involution. 
Case 2: I f  on the other hand, on the first starway that contains at least one of  the 
patterns we are looking for, the pattern ~] does not appear, then scan such stairway 
starting on the top. Suppose the first instance of IT--0-] occurs on row r and columns 
j and j + 1. Then by a similar reasoning as in the previous case, the entries (x,j) 
and (x,j + 1) for x<r  must be all l 's. In this case m must look like the matrix 
below. 
¢0 1 1 * 1 1 * * 
• 1 I-i] * * 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 • [-i-] Vo-] • • 
o o 1 ]*l I*[ • , • 
o o • • • • • 
• * * * 0 1 1 
0 0 0 * * 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 * * 0 0 1 1 
• * * * 0 0 1 
• * * * 0 0 
The matrix that cancels with m, ~(m), is found by switching the entries in the upper 
right block (x,j) and (x,j + 1 ) for r <x.  After scanning ~(m), it will point to m since 
the only changes occur at places that have not been scanned yet, and ~(m) will not 
have the pattern [o[ in the ith row. So in this case we also have an involution. [] i l l  
Corollary 2. Let 2=atb n-t with a,b>~O. Let l (#)=n.  Then 
K~l ( t )  = ~ (--t)inv(s)(-- 1) inv(~) , 
sESRHTz~ 
where inv(s) and inv(g) are defined as follows: I f  s = (<sl ,s2 . . . . .  Sn) is a SRHT then 
inv(s) is the sign of the permutation that rearranges  in increasing order. I f  g = s + 6 
and V is the permutation that rearranges g, then inv(g) = inv(y). 
In fact, in this case the sum above has only one term, i.e. K~l ( t )=( -1 )x t  y for 
some integers x and y. 
Proof. The first identity follows from the bijection between SRHTs and F* 's ~,~ at the 
beginning of this section. 
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The fact that there is only one term in K~l(t) follows from the fact that here is 
only one element in SRHT~u when 2 has only two different parts. To see why this fact 
is true we proceed as follows: Let 2=atb n-t, where a<b. Let s=(<s l  .... ,s,) and 
h = (<hl , . . . ,h , )  E SRHT~ u. Note that for all i, hi and si E {a,b}. Suppose j is the first 
position such that sj ~ hi. Say sj = a and hj = b. Remove the first j - 1 hooks (from 
the top of the picture if drawn in the French way) in s and h. Let s* =(<sj , . . . , s , )  
and h* =(<h i  . . . . .  h,). Since s* ~h* (i.e. they have the same shape), there must be a 
sequence of slinky operators uch that (~il ""ik S = h. But this is clearly impossible since 
sj(= a) cannot stay where it is, and will only become smaller as it moves to the right, 
but a is already the smallest number among a and b. [] 
Next, we show how to obtain K~,,~,(t). When t = 1, the geometry of SRHTs give us 
a simple and immediate answer 
K)~,: = (_ 1),_t(,~) ( /(2) "~ 
\m1(2).. .  mn(2),/" 
This follows because if the shape is just a column, the tabloid is obtained by placing 
the types in all possible ways straight down the column shape. The number of such 
objects is just the binomial coefficient above. The sign is the number of vertical crosses 
of the hooks. The total number of possible crosses is n - 1 (because the shape is n 
squares high) and the type 2 will miss (2 ) -  1 of those possible crosses. So the sign 
is the parity of n - l(2) [6]. 
To our surprise, data seemed to imply that 
K~jl"(t) = (-1)n-t(;~)(t)d(:~)\m1(2)''' mn(2)] t
for some integer d(2) that was difficult o predict. After a while, we found a reasonable 
combinatorial interpretation for d(2), which lead us to conjecture an expression for 
K~,~,(t). 
The integer d(2), that was difficult to predict, we conjectured it to be 121 + n(2) - 
(l(2) + (t~))). This result was then first proved by I.G. Macdonald (personal commu- 
nication). 
Proposition 3. Let 2 ~- n with 1(2)= k. Then 
K~.],(t) = (-t)l'zl-t(~)t n('~)-('C~,) ( l(2) "~ 
' \m l (2 ) ' . .  m~(2) } 
= ( -  1 )l;q-tO')tinv(~(;3) ( l(2) 
\ml (2 ) " .  ink(2)/" 
(10) 
Proof  (I.G. Macdonald). Consider the ring homomorphism q~:A---,Z defined by 
~b(hl)= 1, ~b(hr)=0 for all r~>2. The Jacobi-Trudi formula shows that ~b(sz)=0 for 
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all partitions 2 except 2 = (lr), r~> 1, and that ~b(sv)= 1. Hence if f E An is expressed 
in terms of the Schur functions, say 
f = E a~s~ 
IAl=n 
the coefficient of sl. is just ¢(f) .  Taking f = P~, the Hall-Littlewood polynomials, we 
see that 
K~,~.(t) = ¢(P~(x; t)). (11) 
Now we have 
E P~(x;t)Q~(y;t)= H 1 --txiYj_ Hi g(xi) 
i,j 1-xiYj  . H( tx i )  
where H(x)= ~hn(y)xn= Hj(1 -xy j )  -1. Hence applying ~b as above to the 
y-variables we obtain 
1 +x i  (12) 
Z P~(x;t)¢(Q~)= H 1+ txi" 
2 i 
On the other hand, in [13, Eq. (3), p. ll4] there is the following identity: 
E tn (DH (1 + tl-jy)P~(x;t)= H 1 + xiy 
1 - xi 
2 j= l  i 
To bring this into coincidence with Eq. (12), replace xi by -txi and y by - l i t .  We 
obtain 
1(4) 
1 +xi 
E t~O) H (1 - t-J)(-t)l~lp~(x; t)= H 1 + tx i
2 j= l  i 
and now comparison of (1 2) and (1 3) shows that 
tO) 
¢(Q~) = ( -  1)121-1(2)ta(2) I I  (1 -- t j) 
j= l  
where 
a(2)= n(2) + I,~l - ½t(~)( l ( , t )  + 1). 
Hence from (11 ) we have 
K~,~.(t) = b~(t) -l ¢(o~) 
: (_1)12[_l(2)ta(2)( l().) 
\ml (2, m2(2) .... it" 
(13) 
(14) 
[] 
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Appendix A 
A. 1. Introduction 
A.1.1. The objects 
(i) Let v be an integer partition and k a positive integer. A bubble diagram (BDv,,) 
can be described as follows: let I - -  {I0 . . . . .  Ik- l}, where Ij is a partition contained in v 
for all 0 ~<j ~< k -  1, and Iio] +- . .  +[ Ik -  I I = ]vl. We denote by/~ the augmented partition 
of Ir having as many parts as the longest of the partitions in I. Then a member of 
BDv,, is pictured as in Fig. 5. 
We then label the circles from left to right, and then up-down, starting with 0 (see 
Fig. 6). For example i f i=I1, I2, I3,  with I=  1 .12= 11 and 13=2 then a member of 
BD(23,3) as in Fig. 6 
A.1.2. The sign and weioht of these objects 
Given a sequence of integers s= (a l , . . . ,a , )  we define the inversion of s, inv(s), to 
be 
inv(s) = ~ x(ai > a j), 
i<j 
where x(ai > a j) = 1 if ai > aj and 0 otherwise. 
Each object y in BDv, k implicitly determines a partition, call it the shape of y. To 
obtain it, read the labels of the circles as parts of an augmented partition. In the example 
above, the augmented partition is 0 2 4 6 7 11, which is the partition 012336. Define 
next the inversions of I to be the inversions of the permutation of the labels of the 
Io I1 I2 ... I~-i 
: • o 
with some of the dots circled according 
to the following scheme 
Ir 
6) - -  
mth dot circled iff m - 1 
is a part of [r 
Fig. 5. 
@ • @ 
® 
@ © 
• @ 
Fig. 6. 
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circles when read from top to bottom and then from left to right. In the example above, 
the inversions of I are the inversions of 0 6 4 7 2 11. The sign of a bubble diagram 
with m circles in each column is the parity of ((7) (2 k) + number of inversions of I). 
After we define an injection from bubbles to tabloids, bubbles will inherit the weight 
for special tournament matrices, via the injection from SRHT to STM defined this 
Proposition 1. 
A.2. Some relevant heorems 
A.2.1. The injection 
Theorem A.1 (see [1]). Let ? be in BDv, k. Then it implicitly determines a SRHT 
of shape ?, and type kl~l .. . . .  klzm×k for some partition Iz F- v. To obtain the SRHT, 
all we need is a sequence of hooks hi,h2 ..... Say ? corresponds to the sequence of 
partitions Io, Ii . . . . .  Ik, where (Ir)l <~ (It)2 <<. "'" <~ (L )m, i.e., these partitions are written 
in increasin# order. Then 
hmk = k(Ik - 1 )m kink - l = k(Ik - 2 )m hrnk- 2 = k( Ik - 3 )m . .  hmk - (4  - 1 ) = k( lo )m 
hmk-(*  ) = k( lk  - l )m - l hmk-(k+ l) = k ( lk -2  )m - 1 . . . . .  hmk-  (2k - 1 ) = k(lo )m - 1 
ha =k( Ik - l ) l  hk - I  =k( Ik -2 ) l  hk -2  = k( /k -3 ) l  . .  h i  = k ( lo ) l  
The sion of the correspondin9 objects is the same. 
A.2.2. Where the objects fit in the theory 
Theorem A.2 (see [4]). Let I be a sequence of partitions, and CI ~ the coefficient of 
the Schur function su in the schur expansion of the product of the partitions in I. 
Then the plethysm of the Schur function s, with the power symmetric function pk
was interpreted by Chen et al. [4] as follows: 
s,[pk]= ~ Cl~S ign( I )Sshape( l )  
ICBDu,  k 
Theorem A.3 (see [6]). Let K~,: be the inverse Kostka matrix, that is the transition 
matrix between the monomial and the Schur function 
m,.= E K~.~su. 
~IAI 
Then 
g- I  Zu= ~ sign(T) 
TE SRHT,~g 
Theorem A.4 (Compare with Theorem A.2). Let I be a BD~ u. Theorems 2 and 3 
above define a weioht(1)= t q for some q. Then 
Pn*(x; t )= ~ sign(I)weight(I)Sshape(1)(x). 
IEBDI*,n 
Note that for t = 1, Theorem A.4 is a special case of Theorem A.2. 
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Appendix B. The conjectures 
Proposition 3 was proved algebraically by I.G. Macdonald (personal communication). 
A combinatorial proof is not known yet. 
The following facts and their proofs motivate the conjectures we list afterwards: 
(Note that (P~, ~u s~) = ~-I~1K;-f, il~(t)') 
1. It follows directly from Theorem 4 or its special case in [13, p. 110], that 
Pk(x; t), y~s~(x) = ~ (--t) ~. 
/~-k / r=0 
k 
2. (P2 k (x; t), E#-2k sg(x)) = Er=O(-  1) rtC:l)" 
Proof. By Theorem 7, we need to fred all the SRHTs of type 2 k and add the product 
of their sign and weight. 
We will prove this identity by induction on k. Unlike some inductive proofs, this 
proof is quite revealing and shows how we came about this formula. First note that 
for each SRHT of type 2 k, if we add one more hook of length 2 fiat on the bottom, 
we obtain all the SRHT of type 2 k+l that have at least one hook horizontal. Also 
note that the sign and weight of a SRHT of shape 2 k does not change if we add one 
more hook fiat at the bottom (see Fig. 7). 
The only new SRHT of type 2 k+l is the one with all the hooks vertical. By Theorems 
8 and 9, the product of the weight and sign of this new SRHT with all the parts vertical 
is 
(--t)2(k+l)-(k+l)t 2(O+l++k)-(l+2+'+k) × 1, 
which simplifies to 
(_l)k+lt('~2)" 
The result now follows by induction. 
3. The terms in the polynomial (P,,(x; t), ~u~k,n su(x)) are also terms in the poly- 
nomial (P,,+I (x; t), ~-']u~k,,+n su(x)). 
t [ I [ I 
SRHT's of type 22 SRHT's of type 23 
Fig. 7. 
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Table 1 
2 \~ 4 13 22 112 1111 
4 1 - t  0 t 2 - t  3 
13 0 1 - t  - t  t 2 + t 3 
22 0 0 1 - t  t 3 
112 0 0 0 1 - t  - t 2 - t 3 
1111 0 0 0 0 1 
Table 2 
2\/~ 5 14 23 113 122 1112 11111 
5 1 - t  0 t 2 0 - t  3 t 4 
14 0 1 - t  - t  t 2 t 2 - t  3 - t 4 
23 0 0 1 - t  - t  t 2 + t 3 - t  4 - t 5 
113 0 0 0 1 --t - t  t 2 + t 3 + t 4 
122 0 0 0 0 1 --t -- t 2 t 3 + t 4 + t 5 
1112 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - t - -  t 2 - -  t 3 - -  t 4 
11111 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Proof. This follows easily by the injection ~ from SRHT of type n k to SRHT of type 
n k+l defined by q~(?)= ?*, where ?* is a SRHT like ? except hat is has one more 
hook lying fiat at the bottom. It is simple to check that the weight and sign stay the 
same. Example of injection from SRHT's of type 2 k to SRHT's of type 2'+1: 
: : ) - -  : : 
The conjectures: 
I. The polynomial (Pn~+,(x;t),~u~k.,+nsu(x)) contains (n~l) + J(n,k) more terms 
than the polynomial (P~ (x; t), ~_~.~ su(x)). In fact J(3, k) = k - 2. 
2. When t= l  and k>l ,  (P~(x;t),~u~_k.,sz(x)) equals one of the numbers 0,1, 
2 , . . . ,n -  1. 
B.1. The matrix K~,A(t) 
Tables 1-7 provide values for the matrix K~,A(t). This data agrees with the conjec- 
tures listed above. 
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t 'q 
¢q  
¢q  
¢q  
~ +1 
~+ + 
4- I 
+ 
o I ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ ¢~ ~ 
I 
I 
+ 
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Table 4 
2\/~ 2222 11222 111122 1111112 11111111 
2222 1 - t  t 3 - t  6 - t l °  
Table 5 
2\/~ 333 2331 11133 2223 11223 111123 
333 1 - t  t 2 t 2 0 - t  4 
2 \# 1111113 12222 111222 1111122 11111112 111111111 
333 t 6 0 --t 5 0 --t 9 t12 
Table 6 
2 \# 44 134 224 1124 1114 233 1133 1223 
44 1 - t  0 t 2 - t  3 t 2 0 - t  3 
2 \g  11123 111113 2222 11222 111122 1111112 11111111 
44 0 --t 5 t 4 0 0 --t 7 t 9 
Table 7 
2 \# 55 145 235 1135 1225 11125 111115 244 1144 334 1234 
55 1 --t 0 t 2 0 - t  3 t 4 t 2 0 0 --t 3 
2\#11134 2224 11224 111124 1111114 1333 2233 11233 111133 12223 111223 
55 0 0 t 4 0 --t 6 0 t 4 0 0 --t 5 0 
2\/z1111123 11111113 22222 112222 1111222 11111122 111111112 1111111111 
55 0 t 8 t 6 0 0 0 - t  10 t 12 
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